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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW  
NOVEMBER 4, 2021      
 
JIM FURYK 
 
 
Q.  We're here with Jim Furyk, currently No. 2 in the Charles Schwab Cup standings. 
How do you feel entering this week? 
 
JIM FURYK:  Pretty good. It's nice to get a week off, refreshed a little bit. We got two weeks 
to go, TimberTech this week and Schwab Cup next week in Phoenix, so it was fun. We're all 
chasing the same thing. Bernhard's out in the lead as he's been for most of the year, I guess 
for most of the last 14 years, but kind of fun. So you jockey all year, try to get yourself in 
position and then hopefully you play well at the right time. 
 
Q.  You're relatively new obviously to the tour. See a guy like Langer out there, 62 
years old, I think the oldest winner last week. Then you're finding yourself competing 
with him at the end here. The juices get flowing for that, I'm sure. There's nothing 
better, what a competitor he is. 
 
JIM FURYK:  Yeah, obviously he set the standard. I think you look at the greatest players 
ever on this tour and you're -- as far as longevity's concerned, number of wins, you're 
looking at Hale Irwin and Bernhard. They've kind of set the bar. And I'll be honest, I'm not 
sure anyone will ever catch kind of the records they've set. I think Hale's won 45 times, 
Bernhard's won 42, he's won a number, whatever it is, five or six Schwab Cups. I just don't 
think anyone's ever going to chase down those records and have that longevity to win that 
often and have that drive to actually work that hard for 14 years. 
 
So Bernhard's definitely set the bar and one that I think will be very difficult to reach for 
anyone on this tour. 
 
Q.  I asked Ernie if it inspired him. Do you see yourself playing beyond 62? Like does 
that inspire you? Does Langer inspire you to have many, many years of golf ahead? 
 
JIM FURYK:  I hope. I mean, you kind of -- I really, for the last 10, 12 years of my career, 
I've kind of taken everything one year at a time. If your body's able and you're willing to put 
the time in and work that hard, I think you can always -- we can all be competitive.  
 
I guess there's this misconception out here the guys are just kind of hanging around and 
having a beer and a glass of wine and we go out and play our 18 and do it over and over 
again. You see a lot of guys out on the range, chipping green, they're working after their 
rounds and they're practicing. The guys who are successful, the guys who are playing really 
well out here are putting their time in.  
 
In order to have that longevity like Bernhard does, number one, you have to be super 
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talented, but number two, you have to have that mental fortitude and that drive and that 
willingness to put the work in, and he's amazing at what he's been able to accomplish. 
 
Q.  When you look at this course, where do you see opportunity for your game? 
 
JIM FURYK:  Well, I mean, I look at it, I think you have to put the ball in the fairway. There's 
a number of very difficult holes. There's a good stretch on the back like 14, 15, 16, three 
holes in a row that are very difficult. There's No. 9's a good hole, 8 and 9 back to back, pretty 
good stretch. But if you put the ball in play, if you get through some of those more difficult 
holes, you put the ball in play, you're going to have a fair amount of opportunities to attack 
with short irons.  
 
So I think playing smart when you need to and then picking and choosing the right times to 
be aggressive. Obviously you always want to attack the par 5s. There's a number of par 4s 
where we're going to have wedges in our hand, short irons and an opportunity to attack. And 
right now the greens are -- I remember the greens being firmer last year. The greens are 
quite soft right now with some rain that we've gotten already this week, but probably rain 
leading up, so that will allow guys to get aggressive. The golf course is probably playing a 
little bit longer than it did last year, but still I think, because the greens are so receptive, guys 
will be firing at flags and someone's going to shoot a good number. 
 
Q.  Any thoughts on this event in particular with TimberTech having an emphasis on 
environment sustainability in golf? 
 
JIM FURYK:  You know, I represent a company in Constellation that talks about a lot of 
sustainability in energy, and they were the title sponsor at our event in Jacksonville and that 
was one of the key messages in talking to folks about how they can conserve and save and 
make sure that, whether it's their home or office or golf course as it may be, can be 
sustainable.  
 
I think it's a message that all these -- not all, but a lot of the companies have and it's 
important to them and, yeah, it's wonderful. It's wonderful to have I guess this event, and I 
may be wrong but it struggled with the title for a couple years, so to have them step up and 
be a part of the event last year and now be the title this year, it's wonderful. I know they're 
signed on now I think for a few more years, two more years, so great to have them be a part 
of it. Glad to see that they, I guess, saw a nice return as far as what this tour has to offer and 
glad to have them be a part of the whole umbrella. 
  


